Associative classification has aroused significant attention in recent years. This paper proposed a novel interestingness measure, named dilated chi-square, to statistically reveal the interdependence between the antecedents and the consequent of classification rules. Using dilated chi-square, instead of confidence, as the primary ranking criterion for rules under the framework of popular CBA algorithm, the adapted algorithm presented in this paper can empirically generate more accurate and much more compact decision lists.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, extensive research has been carried out to integrate classification and association rules ^^"^l By focusing on a limited subset of association rules, i.e. those rules where the consequent of the rule is restricted to the class attribute, it is possible to build more accurate classifiers.
Associative classification is first proposed in CBA system ^^^, which uses a slightly adapted version of the well known Apriori algorithm ^^^ in order to extract meaningful association rules with their consequents limited to class labels. These rules are then primarily sorted by descending confidence and pruned in a way to get a minimal number of rules that are necessary to cover the training data and to achieve satisfactory accuracy. The aim of this paper is to improve CBA algorithm and generate a more accurate and compact decision list. Instead of confidence, a novel interestingness measure called dilated chi-square is applied as the primary sorting criterion.
The remaining of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 elaborates on the weakness of confidence. Section 3 describes in detail the design of dilated chi-square to overcome it. The empirical research is presented in section 4. Section 5 gives our concluding remarks.
LIMITS OF CONFIDENCE
The rules in CBA are sorted primarily by descending confidence, which will determine to a large extent the accuracy of the final classifier. Confidence is a good measure for the quality of (class) association rules but it also suffers from certain weaknesses ^^l First, the confidence of a rule X => Y is invariable when the size of s(Y) or D varies. s(Y) is the subset of the samples which are covered by the consequent of the rule, while D is the total samples in the dataset. The confidence of rule X=>Y is Supp(X U Y)/Supp(X). Keeping the numerator and denominator fixed, the confidence is stable when the size of s(Y) or D changes. Nevertheless, the rule X =>Y is more likely to happen when the size of s(Y) increases or when the size of D decreases.
Second, the minimal support is always set to 1% or even lower in practice. It might very well happen that some rules have a high confidence but on the other hand they might be confirmed by a very limited number of instances, and that those rules stem from noise only.
Therefore, a novel interestingness, i.e. dilated chi-square was designed to overcome these two drawbacks. The next section elaborates on this.
DILATED CHI-SQUARE
Traditional Chi-square test statistics (z'^) is a widely used method for testing independence or correlation. This statistic is based on the comparison between the observed and the corresponding expected frequencies.
For each rule X^>Y generated from a training dataset D, a 2*2 contingency table can be derived as Figure 1 
However, simply using the traditional chi-square value will be favorable in a situation where the distribution of the row total is close to that of the column total distribution. We then adjust it according to local and global maximum chi-square that we define. Definition 7.Given a dataset D, the local maximum chi-square, denoted as/majc(;^^), is the maximum chi-square value for a fixed support count of X. Definition 2.Given a dataset D, the global maximum chi-square, denoted SiSgmax{z^), is the maximum chi-square value for any possible support count ofX.
where n\ = min(min(mii+mi2,m2i+m22),min(mii+m2i,mi2+m22)) and n2 = min(max(mii+mi2,m2i+m22),max(mii+m2i,mi2+m22)). The local maximum chi-square value is arrived at the largest deviation from the expected frequency, assumed that the support count of X is given. Property 2: gmcvc{z^)="\D\. The equation is arrived when m2i+m22= mi2+m22 and mii+mi2 = mii+m22, i.e. the distribution of row total equals that of column total.
Chi-square value has a bias to different row total distributions. We adjust it to a more uniform and fare situation and get a novel interestingness measure called dilated chi-square value, denoted as ciia{z^). More concretely, we heuristically use formula 3 to dilate the chi-square value according to the relationship between the local and global maximum chi-square values for current rule and database. The dilation procedure is nonlinear and empirically achieved excellent results, as shown in the next section.
The parameter ct is used to control the impact of global and local maximum chi-square values and can be tuned for different classification problems. It is visible that the dilated chi-square value is sensitive when the size of s(Y) or D varies. Furthermore, for these rules with high confidence and very low support, dilate chi-square values estimate their interestingness in a more cautious way.
We now adapted CBA by taking dilated chi-square as the primary criteria to sort the class association rules. Rule r^ has a higher rank than rule rj if it has a larger value of dilated chi-square. When two rules have the same values of dilated chi-square, they are ranked according to the ranking mechanism of the original CBA.
EMPIRICAL SECTION
This part is to validate our adapted CBA algorithm on 16 binary classification datasets from UCI ^^\ The average results of 10-fold cross validation are described in table 1 : As shown in Table 1 , adapted CBA has a lowest average error rate on these benchmarking datasets if the best parameter a is selected. The average number of rules that adapted CBA generated on these datasets is nearly one fourth of the original CBA! We also run the adapted CBA with a set at 0.8 for all datasets. The average error rate and number of rules are respectively 14.02% and 12.7.
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to give statistical comparisons between adapted CBA (for best a ) and each of other classifiers considered in this paper. The results are depicted in Table 2 . 
CONCLUSION
A novel interestingness measure name dilated chi-square is proposed in this paper. We adapt CBA algorithm, which can be used to build classifiers based on class association rules, by coupling it with dilated chi-square. More concretely, dilated chi-square is adopted as the primary criteria to rank the class association rules at the first step of the database coverage pruning procedure in the CBA algorithm. Experiments on wide-range datasets proved that this adapted CBA, compared with original CBA, C4.5 decision tree and Naive Bayes, achieves significantly better performance and generates classifiers much more compact than CBA.
